Shelton Baskets:
America's First Industry Pamphlet
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Universal approval goes with the SHELTON Trade Mark

Over seventy-five years of experience in basket manufacturing has enabled The Shelton Basket Company to apply modern production methods to America's First Industry - basketry - while painstakingly preserving the old Indian art of drawshaving splints from carefully selected oak and ash trees. Our products, hand-woven with these smooth and fibrous splints, have both the toughness of the long straight grain and the resiliency of a young sapling. Therein lies the secret of the strength and durability of Shelton Baskets.

It is, therefore, with great pride that The Shelton Basket Company points to the enviable reputation enjoyed by its products - a reputation for carefully constructed and finished baskets made to give years of service despite long and constant abusive use - a reputation enhanced by the fact that the company is prepared to make prompt delivery not only on the many standard baskets manufactured but also on any special sizes or styles necessary to meet the requirements of the many satisfied users of Shelton Baskets.
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Manufacturers of baskets for household, industrial, farm, picnic, camping, gift, and packaging purposes.